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Technical Challenges for W-Band Assembly

Ribbon Bonding for making electrical
connections (some require “deep-access” bonder)

Precision Placement
of 106 components
(12.5 microns to 
50 microns accuracy)

ESD-sensitive
active components

Control of silver
epoxy deposition
at the 100 micron level

Wirebonds and Epoxy
adhesion survives 
repeated cycling 
between room T 
and 20K 

Phase difference between
the two paths  less than
20 degrees

MMIC HEMT components
have “air bridges” on top
surface.   Pickup tool cannot 
touch top surface.

Automated Assembly
to guarantee timely
delivery of ~1500 working
modules

Intermediate probing of 
components, needed
for QA.

Systems Testing of Fully 
Assembled Modules and 
making Repairs

Components as small
as 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm



Components from JPL



Granite surface 

Brass clam shell 

Optical  
Camera 
Mounted 
On Zeiss  
500 
CMM 

X-Y-Z  
Motion 
axes 

Motorized Stage  
with x,y,rotation 

Concept for Automated Module Assembly Station  

Ceramic vacuum 
Chuck

Vacuum line

Generic Pickup Tool, 
fixed relative to
Optical camera
(swap tools by hand)

Die Waffle pack

Die

Master Computer
Running Labview
Controls both Zeiss 500
and  X,Y,R stage



x stage y-stage 

rotation stage  

target position 

x stage y-stage 

rotation stage  

Automatic Labview Vision system 
Operation moves die into target 
position 

Stages are  
labview-interfaced 
stepper motors 

Die 



HP computer
(would need to be
modernized)

Silicone Encapsulant Dispensing Tool used in Run-IIb silicon R&D 

Large working surface
can accomadate
a tray of 10 modules

Performs a 
single Pick-and-Place 
Operation in 15 seconds 
(more than adequate)



Making things parallel

Tray carrying 
10 modules 

waffle
 pack

Zeiss Station 1

•  Parts can be placed down in any order

•  Wirebonding probably done last

Tray carrying 
10 modules 

waffle
 pack

Zeiss Station 2

Tray carrying 
10 modules 

waffle
 pack

Zeiss Station 3

Tray carrying 
10 modules 

waffle
 pack

Zeiss Station 4



Zeiss 500
(motor control

and position readback)
HP

(programs)
Current 
Configuration

GPIO interface

Zeiss 500
(motor control

and position readback)

Modern PC running 
Labview 

GPIO 
interface

Zeiss 500

Modern PC running 
Labview 

(motor control
and position readback)

GPIO 
interface

Easy

Hard

Our staff is researching the best/easiest way to modernize the Zeiss  HP PC



Staff  Experience in Electromechanical Machinery

Lab 8 group:  Korienek, Lindenmeyer, Zimmerman, Schelpfeffer

Device                                        Duration (Actual time)

CMS Magnetic Field Mapper        2 years
ZIP Tracker  Upgrade                    2 years

Zeiss Retrofit is simpler than both of these jobs. 

We estimate 30 weeks for Zeiss Retrofit,  with 100% contingency

Note:  Same group worked on Fermi/GLAST veto shield,  GammeV 1, 
and Chameleon





Handling of Very Small Parts

Smallest parts are the 200 micron x 200 micron 
capacitors

Can fabricate tool via photochemical milling
($200 per layer) 

384 
microns

two 10 mil layers
bonded together

vacuum port

Brass clam shell 

component

component
is 4 mils 
below top
surface



200 micron 
wide 
silicon strip
handled 
by vacuum
pick-up tool

Commercial Pickup tool
with 150 micron diameter
vacuum pore  ($40)

Handling of Very Small Parts

vacuum port



Commercial
tool made for
assembly robots

$1000/tool



Ultrasonic Scrubing to
ensure good silver epoxy 
adhesion and no air gaps

Brass clam shell 

Oven cure
silver epoxy



Other Details

•  Fermilab would handle the procurement of brass chassis, microstrips, 
capacitors, and band pass filters.   Fermilab would interact directly with 
these vendors.

•  The packaging style of components from vendor is IMPORTANT, and would 
be specified by us.

We control the schedule of all but 13 components (out of 106 components).
We can start assembly before delivery of components from CIT/JPL

•  CIT/JPL  delivers to Fermilab the following Diced Parts from InP wafer run:

           Low Noise Amplifiers     (6/module)
           Phase Switches                (2/module)
           90 degree hybrids            (1/module) 
           Detector Diodes               (4/module)



assembly takes 1.2 years 
assuming good efficiency 

we allow 2.25 years 
in the schedule



JPL  Wafer Production Schedule



Fermilab Assembly Schedule


